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STOP THE TRAINS
MNN. Mar. 29, 2010. We Indigenous know that we are being monstrously targeted.
We are scattered throughout Great Turtle Island. The colonial government is trying
to create a reason to remove and scatter us.
Our communities are deliberately being made unviable, unlivable and mismanaged to
create weakness, hunger and thirst. Fierce restrictions, cutbacks, no jobs and no
economy are being imposed to create hopelessness.
Resettlement is part of the strategy. Many of our people already have been removed
to concentration-extermination camp conditions: Mohawk to Wahta, Innu to Labrador
and Inuit to the high Arctic. Curfews and passes were imposed. Food and
necessities were rationed. Many died. Our children were removed to residential
schools. About half were killed.
In 2005 over 60 Australian Aboriginie communities were placed under martial law run
by the military.
For 500 years European invaders continue the genocide of Indigenous. They
control the money, police, government, economy and military.
The corporate media does not expose these atrocities. Communication is controlled.
The masses say little.
Many of our people join the aggressors or pacifist cults. Some support Canada and
US extermination policies, especially the colonial band and tribal councils. They put
down any resistance. They will be heroes for convincing us to go like lambs to the
slaughter. Their Indian cops tell us it’s futile to resist and encourage us to be
passive.
Our resources are being used to carry out the genocide. Hannah Arendt said that in
WW II almost without exception Jewish leaders in Germany and worldwide
cooperated with the Nazis to carry out the Jewish holocaust. They designed the
camps, targeted resisters, compiled lists to send to the concentration camps, which
properties to seize and distributed the yellow star ID badge that Jews had to wear.
Their own money paid for their holocaust.
If the band and tribal councils do not help their masters, there will be unorganized
chaos and less of us will be killed or affected. They will discourage resistance,
sabotage rescue attempts and coerce us to re-settle. Our lands and properties are
probably being promised to them. In the end, they will be put on the same trains with
us. The Apache trackers who helped the US army capture Geronimo were all sent to
the same prison in Florida.
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Fascist thugs believe that natural law is based on violence and that brutal force can
solve social problems; democracy is the enemy of the people because it inhibits
brutality; life is a perpetual struggle for existence. Only the strong and brutal survive;
and the world belongs to those who seize and control it. [Hitler: Mein Kampf].
Anti-Indian racism, threats to our babies, young men and women are control tactics.
Our interrelationship with the natural world must be renewed. Living in identifiable
communities is necessary. Solidarity must be created between our families. Trusted
supporters must be found.
In the end Hitler’s Jewish police were gunned down: “If you can do this to your own,
what would you do to me?” Using our own against us is an old tactic. It‘s harder to
resist when our own are trying to help eliminate us.
Kahentinetha, MNN Mohawk Nation News kahentinehta2@yahoo.com . For books
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ZOO-OCRACY V. INDIGENOUS FREEDOM
MNN. Mar. 18, 2010.
Capitalists think they own every living soul, and that wealth and well-being are tied to
race. These zoo keepers need captives to use and abuse. When they washed on
our shores we resisted. We refused to forget who we were and are. Followed was
one of the biggest holocausts in all humanity. Over 100 million of us in the Western
Hemisphere were murdered. We wouldn’t die off. Their domesticated European
flocks had to be brought over to slave for them.
Once upon a time all humans were part of the natural world. Europeans were turned
into captive animals with a purposeless existence. Their intuition was dulled. They
were dumbed down. Their homes are concrete slabs and iron bars. Their lives are
purposeless. They have been convinced to live for the hereafter.
Domestication requires docility, submissiveness and ignorance to better serve the
hierarchical system.
White centric civilization is unnatural and destructive to all people and the
environment. 15th century European barbarism was brought to Great Turtle Island to
poison, confuse and undermine us. The masses go along by crying about their
hard beginnings, deprivation and losses while committing the same here.
Indigenous refused to submit to the capitalist invaders. Today we are displayed as
exotic replicas of a prehistoric age. The colonial band and tribal councils kneel at
their feet to try to kick, feed and control us. They are afraid to resist, be punished or
lose their benefits.
The colonists feel insecure and uncomfortable unless caged or leashed. We are
unfriendly. We once roamed thousands of miles of our territories and rivers. We
refuse to be put in cages, infuriating the zoo keepers. True natural people are kept
separate from and ignored by the “domesticated”.
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Threats have to be constantly hurled at the masses to maintain mindless fear. Antidepressants and medications blind them from unpleasant truths. Their masters tell
them what to do. Those who notice this inhumanity are disappeared. Most take the
easy way out – slavery and silence.
We Indigenous always had freedom of mind. The natural world is not a dangerous
enemy. Free spirited people must be neutralized or devoured so as not to cause the
zombified masses to flee, resist or become aware. We are labeled as “conspirators”
and “terrorists”
In the natural world humans, plants, animals and the environment grow and live
together. Can captivity-bred people be released into this? Not if incognito racism
and eugenics underlay their agenda. Laws, technology and DNA insidiously set up
this cult of death.
Multiculturalism is a white dominated hierarchy in all its forms. The zoo keepers fear
living without privilege. They study natural people. Like greedy children, they run the
pseudo shops that sell our “authentic wares”.
The zoo keepers planned and carried out the “final solution” of the Indian problem.
Those who survived were to forget our people, to feel inferior and to thank the
colonizers. They failed.
Our minds and spirit are stronger than ever. Some day these freeloaders will have to
leave.
Kahentinetha, MNN Mohawk Nation News kahentinetha2@yahoo.com For more
news, to order books on Mohawk issues, to donate and sign up for MNN newsletters,
go to www.mohawknationnews.com

SCIENCE OF EVIL
MNN. Mar. 6, 2010. Evil is man-made immorality and a main influence on Western
society. Capitalism and self-promotion are the main values. It is created by
psychopaths, based on slavery and "warfare." Warfare is mass murder of those who
refuse to fit in. The European Crusades murdered millions.
Psychopaths suffer from several behavior and emotional disorders. They pursue their
goals through violence. They designed social hierarchies that rely on deceit, create
suffering, enslave people by seizing their labor and its fruits, and set up leaders,
priests and PR men to promote their goals.
Thousands of years ago the European masses separated the natural survival instinct
that normally works alongside the intellect. Like domestic animals, their traditions
were bred out. People without conscience rose to the top.
Criminals and adventurers came to Great Turtle Island and preyed on nonpsychopathic Indigenous peoples. They stole continents and mass murdered the
inhabitants.
Psychology and psychiatry are dangerous tools of the psychopaths. The Nazis in
WW II applied mythical psychology and psychiatry on the masses to herd them into
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fascism. After the war, these experts set up these sciences in Canada, US, Britain
and elsewhere.
Experiments have been done on how to bring Indigenous into the psychopathic boat.
In Canada and the US residential and boarding schools kidnapped our kids to
mentally, sexually and physically abuse them. It didn’t work. The colonial band and
tribal council systems are trying to finish the job.
Lying is a major offence in Indigenous culture. No one has the right to distort reality.
The natural world is true. Animals and plants can’t lie or be psychopathic.
Our emotional life is a mystery to psychopaths. We subconsciously resist them. The
natural world is a balanced and realistic interrelationship. Intuition resolves the
issues.
The essence of life is to create a natural conscience. Though we are equal, we are
each unique and meant to work together to resolve issues of survival. Differences
bring us together, not to kill each other.
Psychiatry can be used for political purposes. Mohawk critics can be designated as
“mentally abnormal” and sent for psychiatric assessment where the testing is
controlled by them. Australian Aboriginies won a major land claims case. They were
declared incompetent. Their communities have been quarantined and run by the
military.
Psychopathic society favors narcissists. Sometimes someone has to win big to show
that the fake American Dream works, such as Dancing with the Stars, American Idol,
lotteries, etc. The Dream is based on such myths as: “Look out for Number 1”,
“Follow your dreams”, “I believe”, “If you work hard, you too can become rich” and
“Failure is your own fault”. Anyone can lie, cheat and destroy to win, no matter who
gets hurt.
Mainstream emotions are demonstrated for them by pop-culture, movies, TV, books
and what psychologists tell them. Like music, styles of romance are adjusted over
time.
The past is not taught and the future is apocalyptic science fiction. They need
adrenaline highs and thrills make them feel alive. Spectator sports help the masses
accept pathological thinking as being normal. Olympics are to be watched, not taken
part in.
Psychopathic government, media, military and corporations control the masses.
Their narcotic is mindless entertainment, sports, gambling, fear and pleasure. The
masses stay willfully blind. They expect the state to look after them. They wait for
the media to tell them how to think, feel, what to do and wait for the messiah!
Top level psychopaths grow up in stable, well-to-do families, become white collar
criminals and their private destructive behaviors are never exposed. The intuitive
frontal area of the brain that protects life seems missing. Another’s life is worthless.
They constantly study those who still function normally. We are over-studied but still
misunderstood.
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Religious fantasies can mask the loss of conscience. They preach unfounded
duality, such as good and bad, heaven and hell and black and white. Nuances of
human existence are ignored.
Cults form another illusion. New Agers say, “if enough people believe something is
true, then it’s true”. Shouldn’t beliefs be based on facts? The psychopaths create
the facts which they promote through propaganda, their leaders, talking heads and
“experts”. Lying is called the “new reality”.
They fear being found out. The criminal syndicates overlapping and underlying
ordinary people are being threatened, such as the CIA, international bankers,
economic hit men, corrupt military, corporate predators, political enablers and the
mind raping media. Loss of control is forcing them to create catastrophic events to
incite terror and rage in the masses.
What is the conspiracy of the psychopaths?
War is their drug. Nuclear weapons have made war obsolete. The substitute is the
fake “war on terror”.
Wars are ritualized mass murders of non-psychopaths. 5% of soldiers are natural
born killers without consciences. The rest are trained to become competent killers.
Military science is developing ways to overcome the instinctive human reluctance to
kill people.
Every creature in creation has an instinct for self-preservation. Passive masses have
lost the will to resist. Their broken spirit and relentless training doesn’t even require
their masters to hold their reins.
Differences are a law of nature. Creativity is a gift to humanity, to help societies
develop complex interrelationships, both collective and individual, through true
knowledge of the past and future. Variety is more important to survival than if we
were all the same. Lifelong self-awareness develops a mature natural conscience.
Each person’s artistic expression must be nurtured for the sake of humanity.
Pathocrats are genuinely not creative. They need artists and natural people to relate
to the people, land and environment. Without creativity they will eventually perish.
Life is worthy. The Indigenous minds can go back to our way through observing
nature, speaking our language and seeking the knowledge of our elders.
Kahentinetha, MNN Mohawk Nation News kahentinetha2@yahoo.com For more
news, books on Mohawk issues, to donate and sign up for MNN newsletters, go to
www.mohawknationnews.com
Background: Twilight of the Psychopaths. Kevin Barrett. Idaho Observer. 2008.
www.proliberty.com Tricks of the Psychopaths Trade. www.stevequayle.com
Political Ponerology, A science on the nature of evil adjusted for political purposes.
Andrzej Lobaczewski. Red Pill Press. UK. 2007.

Ad offering 'Native Extraction Service' condemned
Thursday, March 4, 2010 | 3:44 PM CT
CBC News
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This online classified ad offered the free removal and relocation of aboriginal youth
from parts of Winnipeg. CBC News has blurred the faces in the picture. The ad has
since been pulled down. (UsedWinnipeg.com/CBC)First Nations leaders in Manitoba
are expressing outrage about an online classified ad that offered to round up and
"extract" aboriginal youth from parts of Winnipeg and transport them like wild animals
to reserves or an area of the city where many aboriginal people live.
The ad, titled "Native Extraction Service," was posted on the website
UsedWinnipeg.com, but was taken down by 1:38 p.m. CT on Thursday.
'The kids out there are told they're not wanted. This is unacceptable.'—MKO Grand
Chief David Harper
Underneath the title was a picture of three aboriginal males, who look to be in their
mid to late teens.
The text of the ad read: "Have you ever had the experience of getting home to find
those pesky little buggers hanging outside your home, in the back alley or on the
corner???
"Well fear no more, with my service I will simply do a harmless relocation. With one
phone call I will arrive and net the pest, load them in the containment unit (pickup
truck) and then relocate them to their habitat.
"It doesn't matter if they need to be dropped off on Salter (Street, in Winnipeg's North
End) or the rez, I will go that extra mile. The North End of Winnipeg is where many
city dwellers of First Nations descent live.
"My service is free because I want to live in the same city you do, a clean one," the
ad said.
Ad is a hate crime: aboriginal leaders
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MKO Grand Chief David Harper (right) and lawyer Louis Harper condemned the ad
as a hate crime during a Thursday news conference. (Sheila North-Wilson/CBC)On
Thursday, First Nations leaders at Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak (MKO), an
organization representing most First Nations communities in northern Manitoba, said
they want police to investigate the ad as a hate crime.
"The way it's worded, 'to relocate them to their habitat.' Here we are trying to teach
our kids better. The kids out there are told they're not wanted, said MKO Grand Chief
David Harper.
"This is unacceptable," he added.
The website where the ad was posted is owned by a Victoria-based company called
Black Press, which owns a separate enterprise called UsedEverywhere.com.
That business operates 47 online classified sites, including the UsedWinnipeg.com
site.
On Thursday, UsedEverywhere.com apologized for the ad, which had been posted at
midnight on Wednesday.
General manager Tish Hill said it was pulled after users deemed it offensive. Hill said
that although the company conducts active monitoring of ads that get placed,
offensive material does slip through on occasion.
While Hill said she would not reveal to CBC News who posted the ad, she said the
information would be turned over to police should they choose to investigate.
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